
 The industrial sector can be viewed as businesses that build or move an econ-
omy.   The sector is made up of construction firms, railroads, airlines, home building 
products, defense contractors, etc.  It is the segment of the economy that relies on 
large capital expenditures due to the high value and cost of production.  Growth in 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is a strong indicator of future expansion within in-
dustrials.  From the fourth quarter of 2015 until the fourth quarter of 2016, GDP 
growth was at or below 2%, bottoming during the second quarter of 2016 with ane-
mic 1.3% growth.  The pullback in GDP could be seen as businesses expressing un-
certainty with last year’s election and being unwilling to dedicate capital until a win-
ner emerged.  Insecurity surrounding tax policy, regulations and fiscal stimulus 
drove hesitation to make large multiyear outlay commitments in 2016.  

 With the election settled coupled with an administration that is rolling back 
multiple regulations and hopes for some type of tax reform, prospects for 2%-plus 
GDP growth would benefit industrials.  Between October 2016 and April 2017 (the 
most recent data), the Industrial Production Index increased from a reading of 102.9 
to 104.1, the first such positive inflection since January 2014.  This is an indication 
that corporate America is becoming comfortable enough to spend more on capital 
expenditures.  

 As of May 2017 month end, the S&P 500 Index is up 8.66% total return year
-to-date versus the 8.01% performance from the industrial sector.  If industrial pro-
duction trends hold, the industrial sector should eventually outperform the broader 
index.   

 A potential negative for industrials would be if Washington is unable to pass 
tax reform before the 2018 midterm elections.  Such a delay would eliminate one of 
the catalysts for future investor optimism and GDP growth. 
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Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results.  Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assur-
ance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product (including the investments and/or investment strategies recommended or un-
dertaken by Valicenti Advisory Services, Inc., VASI), or any non-investment related content, made reference to directly or indirectly in this newsletter will be profitable, 
equal any corresponding indicated historical performance level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful.  Due to various factors, includ-
ing changing market conditions and/or applicable laws, the content may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions.  Moreover, you should not assume that 
any discussion or information contained in this newsletter serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized investment advice from VASI. To the extent that a 
reader has any questions regarding the applicability of any specific issue discussed above to his/her individual situation, he/she is encouraged to consult with the profes-
sional advisor of his/her choosing. VASI is neither a law firm nor a certified public accounting firm and no portion of the newsletter content should be construed as legal 
or accounting advice. A copy of the VASI’s current written disclosure statement discussing our advisory services and fees is available for review upon request. Please 
Note: Fee-Based services. VASI provides investment advisory services on a fee basis. VASI does not receive any transaction/commission-based compensation for its 
investment advisory services. Rather, its only compensation is derived from fees paid to it by its clients as discussed on Part 2A of its written disclosure statement. Howev-
er, because VASI is now affiliated with Valicenti Insurance, a NY insurance agency that is licensed to offer insurance products on a commission compensation basis, then 
VASI cannot hold itself out as a "fee-only" advisory firm.  

 
 


